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A common question about victim workers posed by those unfamiliar with the Illicit Massage 
Industry (IMI) is “Why don’t they just leave?” When answering this question, it is essential to 
understand the layers and forms of force, fraud and coercion used by IMI traffickers, including 
appropriate cultural contexts, and the extent to which victim workers are often dependent on 
others after arrival in the U.S., increasing their vulnerability to trafficking networks.   

FOSTERING DEPENDENCY 
Most IMI victim workers are foreign-born and from impoverished parts of their countries of 
origin. Lack of literacy in both English and their native languages leave them dependent on IMI 
networks for basic needs and information.   
● Among Chinese IMI networks, which comprise the majority in the U.S. according to our data, 

most victim workers lack literacy in both English and Chinese,1 relying on verbal 
communication and voice-chat functions in Mandarin. One former service provider privately 
estimated English illiteracy at 95%. Victim workers often do not even know what city they are 
in.   

● Chinese victim workers are usually in the U.S. alone, so they rely on new communities on 
WeChat or in inexpensive family-style hotels to provide information about employment, 
housing, transportation, immigration services, etc. IMI associates in WeChat groups may 
disguise their true identities and offer false information while ensnaring women in the IMI. 
Family-style hotel building supers may receive kickbacks for sending women in need of work 
to IMB owners.   
 

DISINFORMATION AND LACK OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE U.S. 
Many victim workers come from countries with very different labor laws, and immigration, legal, 
and justice systems and are unaware of their rights and resources in the U.S. When combined 
with a lack of English fluency, it is easy for bad actors to misinform them. Bosses tell them that 
the U.S. is too dangerous to survive on their own, and no one else can be trusted.   
● When IMI bosses telling victims it’s too dangerous to leave the IMBs, some show (possibly 

doctored) videos of police shootings and tell victim workers that the police will harm or kill 
them if they seek law enforcement assistance.  

● IMB bosses may claim to have bribed officials to protect them and use the alleged ties to 
threaten to report victims for prostitution or immigration violations.2 While often an empty 
threat, there are genuine cases of corruption.3, 4    

● Lack of trust in law enforcement is ingrained in places from Eastern Europe to Latin America 
to South and East Asia, where it is often viewed as corrupt. Many victim workers suffered 
abuse in their countries of origin and experienced firsthand a lack of protection or recourse 
that solidified inherent mistrust.5 This makes it easier for traffickers to manipulate victim 
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workers into believing that law enforcement is as untrustworthy in the U.S. as they are 
perceived to be back home.   

● Victim workers pay exorbitant fees to fraudulent law firms or “notaries” to file asylum or visa 
applications. Lack of knowledge about the U.S. legal system or available resources leaves 
them vulnerable to predatory practices. They may have been given disinformation about 
options to “convert” tourist visas into other types after arrival in the U.S.   

FORCE/THREAT OF FORCE 
While force alone is not necessary to meet the definition of trafficking, many cases do include the 
use of physical violence, threats, deprivation, or restriction of movement to scare victims into 
compliance with traffickers’ demands.   
● In some cases, workers who resist commercial sex work upon arrival at IMBs or other 

commercial sex venues are subjected to rape, physical beatings, or forced confinement for 
refusing to comply with the traffickers’ demands.6, 7 

● Victim workers may be subjected to physical abuse or abusive measures like the withholding 
of food if they attempt to leave, or temporarily cannot work due to illness. Anecdotal 
examples from service providers suggest that IMI bosses hire out physical beatings, possibly 
for plausible deniability. In one example, a victim worker was denied food for several days 
after running away. Physical barriers where present may include being locked into rooms or 
buildings overnight.8, 9 

● Traffickers may connect victim workers to fraudulent visa and employment agencies, which 
gather information on the workers’ families and locations and leverage the information to 
threaten the families when victims try to leave the IMI, or in cases of debt bondage where the 
victim worker cannot keep up with payments and high interest rates.   

FRAUD 
Fraud may include the promise of a (non-sexual) well-paying job, advertised either in the U.S. or 
overseas, sometimes including offers of “help” or false promises of obtaining passports and visas. 
Traffickers have resorted to extreme types of faked incidents and lies to keep victim workers 
working for IMI networks.   
● In ads, workers are often promised monthly pay of $5000-$8000 and reasonable hours, 

though job descriptions are vague.  While some victim workers do make that much, they 
are caught in vicious cycles of extortion. Initial “packages” to enter the U.S. can ensnare 
them in debt bondage, and traffickers charge inflated rates for lodging, food, etc., even 
when the ads promised that travel and lodging would be provided.10 Service providers 
report that victim workers often work at least 12 hours per day, six or seven days per week 
regardless of initial promises regarding working hours and conditions.11  

● IMI networks engage in staged robberies of victim workers to steal their savings and keep 
them working for that network.12 In one case, ski masks used by a male network boss to rob 
victim workers were seized from a storage unit.   

● In an extreme form of manipulation, victim workers are told by “doctors” that they have 
cancer or other life-threatening maladies, then encouraged to work as much as possible to 
send money to their families before dying.   
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● IMI bosses administer drugs such as ketamine to victim workers while telling them that the 
drugs are health or energy supplements. Ketamine is an anesthetic that can create a sense 
of detachment between one’s mind and body while boosting energy; it has legitimate 
medical uses in fighting depression but is abused as a “party drug”.   

COERCION   
Coercion is most heavily influenced by cultural factors, and therefore manifestations can vary 
widely. However, common cross-cultural elements that are wielded by traffickers in the IMI often 
include leveraging shame, creating a (misplaced) sense of indebtedness in those from 
economically unstable backgrounds, and/or encouraging debt accumulation.  
● Traffickers know that victim workers are often undocumented or have overstayed their visas 

and use the threat of exposure to authorities and deportation to make victim workers stay 
and comply with traffickers’ demands.   

● Debt bondage is commonly used across cultures, often predicated on the cost of getting to 
the U.S.  One former service provider reported that every Chinese victim worker she assisted 
had some form of debt. IMI bosses may take victim workers to casinos or underground 
gambling halls and encourage borrowing from IMI associates to keep victims indebted and 
working for that network. In examples from Thai, South Korean, and Chinese networks, 
bosses have encouraged victim workers to get plastic surgery financed by the trafficker, 
which puts them back in debt.  

● If a victim worker wants to leave an IMB or particular network against bosses’ wishes, they 
may engage WeChat groups and other communities to smear the victim and prevent them 
from being able to find work elsewhere. 

● Traffickers across cultures know it is shameful for victim workers to admit that they were 
involved in commercial sex work. In Latin America, this may be tied to the deep influences of 
Catholicism/Christianity, while in East Asian cultures, shame may be based on the Confucian 
values of Face/ Reputation. Therefore, the threat of exposure to one’s family or community—
sometimes using evidence from the ubiquitous cameras in IMBs13, 14, 15, 16, 17—is a powerful 
method of control. 

● East Asian women are often raised with strong Confucian values. Values like 
Face/Reputation are meant to be positive, but traffickers manipulate them for evil purposes. 
For example, traffickers know that victim workers want to return the favor of being provided 
with a job, a place to stay and transportation, even when the nature of the work is unwanted. 
Traffickers play on the value of loyalty/return of favors to have victims work for their criminal 
networks.  

● Traffickers across cultures know that victim workers would do anything for their families 
(elderly parents, children, etc.) and that they will work late or excessively long hours to send 
money back home. This strongly influences the labor trafficking component also present in 
the IMI.   
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